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Helvetia Calendar

Nov. 20 ---- Helvetia Society monthly meeting, Fair Lawn Arts Cen-
ter, 12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, N .J ., 8 p .m . Program:
identification of mystery items to be brought in by
members.

Dec . 15 ---- Helvetia Christmas dinner, Homestead Restaurant, Has-
brouck Heights, N .J.

Mar . 12-14 - 1974 BEPEX with special Swiss exhibit competition spon-
sored by Helvetia.

NOJEX ATTRACTS SEVEN SWISS EXHIBITS

Harlan Stone (Helvetia #297) of New Jersey won the Hel-
vetia gold medal for the best Swiss exhibit among seven entered at
NOJEX in Cranford, N .J ., on Oct . 26-28 . He showed Geneva''s history
and role on stamps and through covers from 1459 to 1972 . The silver
medal went to Lauretta Garabrant (Helvetia # 555) of New Jersey for
her display of Swiss-souvenir sheets . Recipient of the bronze medal
was Michael Naughton (Helvetia #593) of Illinois for his showing of
William Tellboy material . All three also won NOJEX bronze medals.

A fourth society member receiving a NOJEX bronze medal
was Dr . Max Kronstein (Helvetia #79) of New York, who entered a
display of the first Swiss balloon dispatches after World War II . The
three other Swiss exhibits came from Gerald Diamond (Helvetia #4 55)
of New Jersey, showing semi-official air vignettes on covers ; Mrs.
Garabrant, Swiss Europa (which won the Europa Study Unit's silver
medal) ; and Timothy Wait (Helvetia #631) of Illinois, pioneer air-
mail stamps and covers.

NOMINATIONS DUE OR 1974 OFFICERS

Nominations for the society's 1974 officers will be
submitted at the Nov . 20 meeting by a nominating committee compris-
ing Robert Scheuermann (Helvetia #439) and Werner Vogel (Helvetia #
424) . Additional nominations from the membership at large will be
accepted by them or Helvetia secretary Harlan Stone up to the Dec.
18 meeting, when elections will be held . The society's present
elected offices and incumbents are president, Steve Pomex ; vice
president, Edward Hochuli ; secretary, Harlan Stone ; treasurer,
George Wettach ; and librarian, Otto Hug . All other positions are
filled by presidential appointments.
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ANNUAL CHRISTMAS DINNER TO RESUME

The Helvetia Society will hold a Christmas dinner Saturday,
Dec . 15, at 7330 p .m . in line with a long tradition that was broken
last year for lack of interest . The site once again will be the Home-
stead Restaurant, 307 Terrace Ave ., Hasbrouck Heights, N .J . Interested
members are asked to make reservations with treasurer George Wettach,
dinner chairman, at 17-20 Well Drive, Fair Lawn, N .J . 07410, so he
can make advance arrangements.

HELVETIA'SYEAR-OLD RECRUITING BROCHURE

Since the soci-
ety's present recruiting
brochure has been in cir-
culation only about a
year, older members are
probably unfamiliar with
it . Illustrated is the
cover, showing the dra-
matic stamp design that
Calvin McMahon (Helvetia
#588) drew as the central
motif . At present Cal is
working on a new banner
for this publication in-
corporating the name Hel-
vetia Alphorn.

HELVETIATO TAKE PART IN COLLECTORS CLUB PROGRAM

The Collectors Club of New York has invited Helvetia to
help present a program on Switzerland on May 1, 1974, as a preview
to INTERNABA, the international exhibition being held in Basel next
June to mark the 100th anniversary of the Universal Postal Union.
Details of the program remain to be worked out with the club's program
chairman .

The program will mark the sixth time that Helvetia has pre-
sented speakers and/or exhibits at the Collectors Club . In 1970 three
society members spoke and 16 members helped fill all the club's

display frames. Earlier Helvetia programs took place in1950,1944, 1943
and 1941.

NO ASDA BOOTH FOR HELVETIA

Because of new ADDA regulations governing participation by
postal administrations, the Swiss PTT can no longer distribute its
material through a club booth . As a result, the PTT is unable to share
the costs of a Helvetia booth at ASDA on Nov . 16-18 as it has in 1972
and 1971 . This situation has led Helvetia to forgo a booth this year.

ZURICH AUCTION SETS ALL-TIME HIGH

With a realization of more than $3 million, the Oct . 8-13
CORINPHILA auction in Zurich set an all-time record for the sale of a
single offering of superb philatelic classic rarities, Ernest Kehr re-
ports . Other auctions such as the Ferrary, Hind, Caspary, Liechtenstein,
Lilly and Burrus sales brought as much or more, but it required several
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months or years to dispose of these collections.

The CORINPHILA auction sold every one of the 9,033 indi-
vidually listed lots, with a majority far exceeding the conservative
estimated bids in the luxury catalog . A magnificent 4-rappen Zurich
stamp of 1843 on cover, estimated at 25,000 Swiss francs, brought
67,000 . More Americans than ever before submitted bids that were suc-
cessful against stiff European competition, the firm said.

BIE FORERUNNERS CONTINUED

Helvetia member Robert C . Ross (#540) has submitted xerox
reproductions showing that both sets of labels issued by the Inter-
national Bureau of Education in Geneva during World War II were
printed in sheets of three across and four down . All the sheets of 12
sold for 2 francs a piece . These labels were the subject of a short
article by Harlan Stone (Helvetia #297) in last month's issue.

From material in Bob's fairly extensive collection of this
uncommon material, it appears that the Pestalozzi sheets bear the
following imprints in the lower right corners : brown stamps, "Series
B ;" green stamps, "Series C ;" blue stamps, "Series D ;" wine red
stamps, no imprint . No series designations are apparently found on
the Father Girard sheets.

Bob also points out that The Amateur Collector's catalog
lists the wine red, green and blue Pestalozzi stamps in imperforate
condition.

"Returnable Varieties" of the Coil Stamp Zumstein #358R
Translated from Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung, January 1972

By Werner Vogel (Helvetia #424)

Introduction

To collect varieties -- yes or no? Very of-
ten one hears or reads in the philatelic press that
very few collectors work on varieties . On the other
hand, collectors build up one or two collections, and
go into these as deep as possible.

Without doubt any collection can get in ex-
hibition a far higher award if one has varieties which are hard to
find. On a sale one can get a better price with a collection which
contains varieties . One will see immediately that the collector who
has varieties in his collection has philatelic know-how.

Therefore, the sooner you start a specialized collection of
the newer issues, the more you will reach success in the not to
distant future . One area in our time which is suitable for starting a
specialized collection is the postal history motifs of 1960-68, in-
cluding the historical buildings . The motifs alone present an end-
less opportunity.

Returning now to our theme : varieties returnable . This index
leans on the catalog edited by Mr . Amrein, part 1-12, page 14.

1. Similar varieties in sheet and coil stamps
2. Superfluous dots and lines
3. Color spots
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4. Missing dots and lines (small wear)
5. Cut, damaged and defective perforations on coil stamps

Similar Varieties in Sheet and Coil Stamps

Note that these twin varieties are not to be found in large
varieties . Varieties found so fars

Red dots in "Helvetia"

	

The white tail
Red dot in upper margin

	

The line in hat
Worn plates

The last kind is the most common . The first dot in the tail
strap of the horse is so wear that one cannot say if the stamp comes
from sheet or coil . Undoubtedly varieties exist which one has yet to
find. Inspect your stock of stamps.

Superfluous Colored Dots and Lines

This group can be found in different varieties . Because they
are very small, they are very hard to find . To do so, you have to put
in a lot more research . They are not less important than the known
main plate faults.

Red dots or lines in left margin, with locations noted if
possibles

Over LV of Helvetia

	

Over VE
Over ET, VET

	

Over ET
Over V

	

Over T

Red dots or lines in upper margins

Over head of rider

	

On left next to A
Over posthorn (dot)

	

In 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 9th
Over head of horse

	

teeth
In right perforation

	

In right upper margin
In fifth tooth

	

In left margin
Over posthorn (line)

Red dots or lines in right margins

Between 2nd and 3rd teeth

	

In 2nd lower tooth
In 4th upper tooth

	

In 4th lower tooth
In 3rd lower tooth

	

Between front leg and 20

Red dots or lines in lower margins

Under 0 in 20

	

At horse's hind leg
Under 20

	

In 8th and 10th teeth
In middle of margin

	

Over 20
Under H

Red lines in picture of stamps

From upper margin to tail or horse
From foot of rider to lower margin
In leash to the left
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In ear and hat
From front leg to 20
From right side to lower margin
In ear
In ear and chin
In hind leg and lower margin

Colored dots or lines in "Helvetia"

In L (like 1)

	

In HE
In V

	

In several letters
In all letters

Colored Spots

Inmargins:

In upper margin

	

In right margin at top
In lower margin next to H

	

In right margin at bottom
In left margin at top

In picture of stamp:

Between right hand and horse's mane

	

In V
Between right hand and stocking

	

In hat
In thumb of right hand

	

In 20
In collar of rider

	

In H

Missing Dots and Lines (Small Wear)

In the nine dots in tail strap of horse:

Normal print of 9 dots

	

7 still readable dots
8 good dots

	

Wear very strong on all 9

In the line of the right hand cuff:

Full line

	

Increasing wear
Decreasing line

	

Total wear

In the line in the cheek of the rider:

Full line

	

Maximum wear
Decreasing line

	

Line is there, but line in
mustache is broken

In the line in the left hand of the rider:

Full line

	

Decreasing line
Total wear

In finger:

Regular print

	

White finger
Decreasing color

	

Oversaturated red finger

Cut, Defective and Badly Placed Perforation on Coil Stamps
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Cut perforations in lower margin:

The reason is that the automatic machine did not work pro-
perly . To start with, the improperly working machine cut into the stamp
instead of the toothed margin : The cut is not regular, sometimes in the
perforation of the stamp, or ih the perforation of the next stamp,
sometimes a sloping cut . A cut in the perforation gives the next stamp
broader teeth . It is recommended that you keep the cut stamp along with
the following one.

Upper margin damaged by automatic machine:

In the upper margin or in the perforation itself you will
find striking indentures.

Grasping holes in upper or lower stamp:

Shifting of the grasping holes into the upper or lower half
of the stamp.

Torn and crooked upper margin:

Perforation of the upper margin is torn and cut crooked.

Final product of the grasping mechanism:

Stamp is completely cut in two with perforation holes
joining it to part of another stamp . (See illustration)

All these "damaged" stamps were nevertheless
fully available for postage . Ask yourself if all these
should be collected . As we said in the beginning, we
know that collections which contain research and spe-
cialization have a better, maybe the highest, chance
to succeed.

The work you put into your collection and the depth you go
to is definitely decisive . Without diligence, no prize.

This article makes no claim to have covered all the small
"rarities ." Supplements would be appreciated.

Everything You've Ever Wanted to Know
About Wild Mushrooms But Were Too Bullied to Ask

By Ronald D . Lowden, Jr.
(Helvetia # 417)

Continued from October issue

VII . Literature
Catalogs of Swiss revenues do exist, but they are generally

difficult to come by . The least scarce and earliest datable known to
this author is that entitled "Catalogue Prix-Courant de TimbresFiscaux,"
compiled by A . Forbin and published by Yvert & Tellier, Amiens, France.
There were at least three editions of this work, the first supposedly
in 1900, the second supposedly in 1907, and the third most definitely
in 1915. All worldwide revenues were covered within it, hence the is-
sues from Switzerland constituted only about five per cent of its
total paging . The text was in French, and prices were in French francs,
which were then equal in value to Swiss francs . For and in its time,
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the completeness of the Swiss issues, especially the cantonals, was
excellent . Single copies of the third edition have sold at auction
in recent years for as high as $50 ; copies of only the Swiss pages
have recently been offered at $4 . Unfortunately, even "reputable"
dealers still cite it as their reference on Swiss revenues today and,
absurdly enough, still quote its prices as though they had been orig-
inally stated in today's currencies . The 1915 edition included none
of the federals, naturally, because it preceded the date of the first
federal issues . It also incorporated only the very tiniest proportion
of the now-existing municipals, since at the time of its publication
they were only just beginning to appear in significantly large num-
bers . It generally avoided distinguishing varieties, errors, proofs,
essays, perforation differences, and the like, within its price quo-
tations, but did manage in some cases to at least note their exis-
tence .

The next datable coverage seems to be a catalog which this
writer has never seen, but which evidently was published and/or au-
thored by Gilbert and Koehler, Paris, 1906, and entitled "Catalogue
Illustré des Timbres Fiscaux de la Suisse ." Similar to the Forbin
catalogs, it predates all federal issues and the majority of municipal
issues now existing.

The next publication is entitled "Revenue Stamps of Germany
and Switzerland," by F . G . C . Lundy . How complete it is, or exactly
what date it carries, is unknown, not having been seen here, but for
anyone interested, a copy has been catalogued in the library of the
Collectors Club of New York City.

Undoubtedly, the most comprehensive, and what is today still
the most up to date listing of Swiss revenues, was entitled "Katalog
der Schweiz . Finanz-Verwaltungsmarken," and was compiled by Georg
Schaufelberger . Part I (Federals) and II (Cantonals) were published
over a period of several years and within numerous issues of an
obscure little magazine called "Schweizer FiskalmarkenRundschau." The
latter appears to have been the usually but not always bimonthly pub-
lication of a specialized society reportedly instigated by Schaufel-
berger himself, and for some reason calling itself simply the "Schwei-
zer Briefmarken-Rundschau ." The dates of the issues enumerating this
catalog are as follows : September, October and December, 1947 ; January,
April/May, August, October and December, 1948 ; February, May, August,
October and December, 1949 ; and February, April/May, July/August, Octo-
ber and December, 1950 -- some 18 separate issues in all . The text, of
course, was in German, and such aspects as varieties, errors, proofs,
essays, perforation differences, etc . were fairly well documented,
many for the very first time . Prices were cited in currency not then
identified within it, but which is now presumed to have been Swiss
francs .

Sometime before his death at 71 on April 23, 1960, Georg
Schaufelberger privately produced half of Part III of what was then
changed in its title to "Catalogue général des timbres fiscaux --
Suisse," which covered the municipal issues . The latest dated stamps
recorded within it were issued in 1957, presumably theapproximate
date of its distribution, or shortly thereafter, and the text was in
French, rather than in German as were Parts I and II . Prices were
quoted for all material again in currency not then identified, but
which is now presumed to have been Swiss francs . It is arranged mere-
ly as an alphabetical list of all municipalities in Switzerland then
known to have issued revenues . Those within the letters A through E
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were typewritten in large type ; from F through L in smaller type,
whether merely by a different person or a different typewriter or at
a different time is unknown . Two versions have been seen, one with
no illustrations but with spaces provided for the eventual inclusion
of them, and the other with reduced, cut-out photostats applied
within the majority of, but not all, spaces provided for illustrations
from A through "Bremgarten (Berne) ." Obviously the task of compiling
Part III was not completed before the author's untimely death . But
since that time a collector from Milan, Carlo Buttafava, has com-
pleted the work through to its intended end in manuscript form,
though in what language is uncertain, probably French . This final
portion has never been further reproduced or distributed.

(To Be Continued)

FIRST CALL FOR 1974 DUES

Helvetia members are urged to submit their 1974 dues of $3
at once to insure continuous receipt of the monthly Alphorn with its
news, articles, ads and auctions . Mail checks to treasurer George H.
Wettach, 17-20 Well Drive, Fair Lawn, N .J . 07410.
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Closing Date 11/29/73 Helvetia Auction #13 Closing Date 11/29/73
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